We proved that ghost imaging technique has the ability to realize the imaging for an occluded object. In this work, theoretical analyses were made and the numerical simulations were carried out to verify our theoretical results. It was found that, in order to obtain the image of the occluded object, the distance between the target object and the occluding object should be far enough.
Ghost imaging is a novel imaging technique developed in recent 20 years. Different from traditional imaging techniques, ghost imaging does not measure the intensity distribution of the target object directly. Instead, in ghost imaging process, the intensity distribution of the light source on the target object plane and the total intensity of the transmitted light are measured by a CCD and a bucket detector(i.e. a photon-diode), respectively. Finally, the image of the target object can be approximated by calculating the second-order correlation between the intensity distribution on the target object plane and the total intensity of the transmitted light. Ghost imaging technique was first carried out in 1995 by using entangled source [1] . But later, it is found that classical thermal source can also realize ghost imaging [2] , and it brings a lot of discussions about thermal ghost imaging [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Anyhow, thermal ghost imaging has made ghost imaging technique closer to practical applications. In 2008, J.H.Shapiro proposed a single-arm ghost imaging scheme, which is called computational ghost imaging [17] . Different from conventional ghost imaging scheme, computational ghost imaging technique apply a programmable light source. Thus, the intensity distribution on the target object can be obtained directly without detecting, the experimental setup can be simplified.
Ghost imaging technique is based on the intensity fluctuation correlations of the light.
In practices, it usually takes a long time in sampling process, which decreased the speed of imaging. Besides, the quality of the image obtained by ghost imaging technique need to be enhanced. Although ghost imaging technique has these problems, it displays great potentials in some situations which traditional imaging technique cannot help, such as high lateral resolution imaging [18] and resistance of atmosphere turbulence [19, 20] . Imaging for an occluded object by using traditional imaging techniques is a difficult problem. In this work, we proved that ghost imaging technique can realize the imaging for an occluded object, even if the target object is completely blocked by an occluding disk. The theoretical analysis is introduced and the numerical simulations are carried out to verify our theoretical results.
The schematic diagram of the computational ghost imaging for an occluded object is shown in Fig. 1 . Viewing from the bucket detector side, the target object is completely occluded by the occluding disk. Obviously, it is impossible to obtain the image of the target object by using traditional imaging techniques. However, we find that we can obtain the image of the target object by using computational ghost imaging technique. As Fig. 1 shows, in the process of computational ghost imaging, the beam produced by the light source is modified by a spatial light modulator. The field distribution of the beam is modulated into randomly distributed. In a single modulation period, the modulated light interacts with the target object and travels a distance of z and reaches the occluding disk plane. After the light interacted with the occluding disk, the transmitted light is collected by a bucket detector. After a large number of sampling processes, the transmission function of the target object can be approximated by calculating the second-order correlation function between the signal recorded by the bucket detector, and the corresponding light field distribution on the target object plane.
For simplicity, we start the discussion from 1-dimension case. As the source is modulated into a series of individual random patterns, we can treat every pixel of the pattern as a series of individual optical signal sources. And the intensity distribution of the light source on the target object plane can be expressed by a vector:
(
Noticed that they are changing over time t. In a single modulation period, we can obtain the bucket signal:
3 which c n and d m represent the transmission function of the target object and the occluding disk, respectively. A mn represents the elements of the propagating matrixÂ
Repeatedly record the bucket signal B and the intensity distribution of the light source in front of the target object plane S in pairs for many times. Finally, the image of the target object can be revived by calculating the statical second-order correlation between the bucket signal B and intensity distribution S:
As we have assumed that s n (t) are individual among each others, we have:
Where α is a constant. Therefore, every term which contains s 2 n ′ (t) in Eq. (3) has been enhanced, they are:
The non-normalized second-order correlation function of the target object can be expressed by:
Eq. (6) has proved that the
In order to find out the relationship between G (2) and the transmission function of the target object, we need to investigate the form of the propagating matrixÂ.
In our discussion, Fresnel approximation is applied. We consider the dispersed case, let u 0 (q, t ′ ) be the instantaneous field distribution of the source on the target object plane at time t ′ . For simplify, the dimension and the pixel size at the target object and occluding disk planes are equal. For the pixel with transverse size of ∆x, after z distance of traveling, the field distribution on the occluding disk plane reads:
Where N is the number of the pixels, and
, which is called the point spread function (PSF). We can obtain the intensity distribution on the occluding disk plane:
Where ∆t is a short period of time. Here, we assume that the light source is incoherent. In this case, we have:
And we can simplify Eq. (8) into:
Where I obj (q, t) is the intensity distribution behind the target object plane. Eq. (10) can also be written in the matrix form:
Where
5 is called the intensity point spread function h I (p − q). i). When λz approaches to zero, the curve of h I approaches to δ function.
ii). When the magnitude of λz is very big, h I approaches to a constant which is unrelated to the spatial coordinates.
Based on this result, we can explain why ghost imaging technique can realize the imaging of an occluded object. From Eq. (6) we know that
Both the information of the target object and the occluding disk are contained in G (2) . While the magnitude of λz is big enough, the elements in the propagating matrixÂ approach to a constant which is unrelated to the spatial coordinates. The second-order correlation function of the target object:
A mn c n .
G (2) is now in proportion to the target object's transmission function directly, so that we can realize the imaging for an occluded object.
However, when λz approaches to zero, the h I curve approaches to δ function. Thus, the non-opposite angle elements of propagating matrixÂ approach to zero. In this case, the second-order correlation function of the target object can be written as:
Obviously, G (2) is in proportion to c n ′ d n ′ , the product of the transmission function of the target object and the occluding disk. In this case, we obtain the mixture image of the target object and the occluding disk, we cannot revive the image of the target object correctly.
Thus, to realize the imaging for a blocked target object, the distance between the target object and the occluding disk should be far enough. Besides, we can increase the wavelength of the illuminating light to obtain a image with higher quality.
To verify our theoretical results, the numerical simulations are carried out. The schematic diagram of our numerical simulation is shown in Fig. 1 . We take 1, 200, 000 measurements for every simulation, and the field distribution of light source is modulated into gaussian randomly distributed. The distance between SLM and the target object is taken to be 0.50m, and the bucket detector is big enough to collect all of the transmitted light. As Fig. 3 shows, the target object is an opaque arrow, and the occluding disk is an circleshaped opaque plate, both of them are placed in the center in their planes. The size of the target object is 1.20 × 0.72 mm, and the size of the occluding disk is 1.60 × 1.60 mm. Both the target object and the occluding disk plane are pixelated into two 64 × 64 pixels images, with pixel width ∆x = 0.04 mm.
We investigate the influence of the distance between the target object and the occluding disk and the wavelength of the light source, respectively. The influence of the distance between the target object and the occluding disk
In this part, we use a 632.80 nm laser as the light source. In order to study the influence on the imaging quality of the target object, we change the distance between the target object and the occluding disk, and reconstruct the image of the target object by using computa- It is clear that, while the distance between the target object and the occluding disk is far enough, it is possible to realize the imaging for an occluded object by applying computational ghost imaging technique.
The influence of the wavelength of the light source
In this part, the distance between the target object and the occluding disk is taken to be 2.00 m. In order to find out the influences of the wavelength on the imaging quality, we use Obviously, we can get a clearer view of the target object by applying a longer wavelength light source. However, the spatial resolution of the reconstructed image is decreased.
In this work, we have proved that computational ghost imaging can realize the imaging for an occluded object, even if the occluding disk is big enough to block the target object completely. It is impossible to obtain the image of the target object by using traditional imaging techniques. According to our theory, if distance between the target object and the occluding disk is far enough, the image of the target object can be reconstructed accurately.
While the target object is close to the occluding disk, we will obtain the mixture image of the target object and the occluding disk, we cannot get the image of the target object in this case. Besides, a better image of the target object can be obtained by using a light source with longer wavelength, but the resolution of the reconstructed image is decreased. 
